
 
  

Lecher antenna course 

 

When adjusted to the frequency of a certain 
organ, the Lecher antenna with its magnetic rod 
measures the energy-strength of that organ. The 
extent to which the energy strength deviates 
from the standard, is indicative for the energy 
imbalance of this organ.  

The Lecher antenna makes it possible to gather a 
lot of information about organs, tissues, 
inflammatory processes, emotions, parasites, 
illnesses and much more, in a short space of 
time. It localises painful inflammatory foci and 
blockages accurately. 

Scientists established that the 
cohesion and existence of all matter is due to 
energy, which is measurable as electromagnetic 
radiation. Every organ, tissue or cell has its own 
specific vibrational frequency. This EM-radiation is 
what is being measured with the Lecher antenna.   

Because people and animals are increasingly suffering 
from a geo-pathogenic as well as an electro-
pathogenic-load, this course extensively addresses 
Building Biology and its practical applications. 
 

For more information and online registration, please visit our website www.healthcare-academy.nl 
Or contact Claudia de Gooijer-Kant: info@healthcare-academy.nl  / +31 (0)633688491 
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The Lecher antenna is a measuring device with 
which vitality of tissues and organs can be 
measured. 
The exact level of health or pathology of an internal 
organ or tissue can be established.  
 
The Lecher antenna is a highly valuable instrument to 
use in acupuncture or manual therapies. The Lecher 
antenna gives affirmation about the appropriateness 
of chosen medication (including homeopathic and 
phytotherapeutic medication) and predicts the level 
of its effect. 

The 6-day course consists of two 3-day modules, Thursday trough Saturday. This course is a highly practical 
course; there is ample opportunity to practice with the guidance of expert teachers. Skill in using the Lecher 
antenna is only acquired by practicing a lot and have your measurements verified wherever possible. Our prime 
purpose in this extended basic course is to teach you how to make your measurements using the Lecher antenna.  
 
The course will take place in our well equipped and beautiful education building that is centrally located in The 
Netherlands (less than 60 minutes drive from Schiphol Airport). The course is given on 28, 29, 30 June and 
12,13,14 July 2018 (subject to sufficient participants). 
 
Besides our basic course, we offer several in-depth refresher courses for using the Lecher antenna in acupuncture, 
manual therapies, choice of medication, Building Biology and neural therapy. 
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